
Bridesmaid Returns to the Shore of Her Full Moon (2019), glass and mixed media, 23 x 22 x 9.5. Photo by Matthew Hollerbush. All images Â© Amber Cowan, shared with permissionThe monochromatic assemblages of
Amber Cowan (previously) are at once domestic narratives and homages to an abandoned industry. Delicate baubles frame a central figure or scene that the Philadelphia-based artist illustrates with scraps of pressed
glass. Whether focused on a lone bridesmaid or a hen hoarding eggs, Cowan&#8217;s works explore the feminine experience through themes of loneliness, the search for meaning, the search for love, and the following
of symbolism in the mundane.Cowan shops at antique stores and markets for materials, although she more frequently scours scrapyards around the country for discarded bits of glass, which are known as cullets. As a
whole, the now-defunct industry was booming from the mid-1800s before it dropped off during the 20th Century. Nowadays, this material is out of fashion and relegated to the dustbin of American design, the artist writes,
noting that she often finds masses of historic hues at the scrapyards. These barrels of color are often the last of their run, and my work will essentially give the formulas their final resting place and visually abundant
celebration of life.Some of Cowan&#8217;s work is included in the recently published book, Objects: USA 2020. If you&#8217;re in New York, her piece Dance of the Pacific Coast Highway at Sunset is permanently on
view at The Museum of Arts and Design, and she&#8217;s also part of an upcoming group exhibition at R &amp; Co. Gallery. Until then, explore more of her textured sculptures on her site and Instagram.&nbsp;Young
Love Resting in Gray Meadow (2019), glass and mixed media, 22 x 19 x 11 inches. Photo by Matthew HollerbushNautilus in Crown Tuscan (2019), glass and mixed media, 8 x 4 x 12 inches. Photo by Matthew
HollerbushHen Collecting All of Her Ova (2020), glass and mixed media, 18 x 20 x 9 inches. Photo by Constance MenshDetail of Bridesmaid Returns to the Shore of Her Full Moon (2019), glass and mixed media, 23 x 22
x 9.5. Photo by Matthew HollerbushSnail Passing Through the Garden of Inanna (2019), glass and mixed media, 22 x 19.5 x 10.5. Photo by Matthew HollerbushDance of the Pacific Coast Highway at Sunset (2019), glass
and mixed media, 34 x 46 x 12.5 inches. Photo by Constance MenshHen Collecting All of Her Ova (2020), glass and mixed media, 18 x 20 x 9 inches. Photo by Constance MenshBubble Bath in the Tunnel of Love (2020),
glass and mixed media, 25 x 25 x 15 inches. Photo by Constance MenshAll images Â© Natasya Shuljak, shared with permissionAdorable, cheery, and slightly dazed, this eccentric ensemble of miniatures is the latest
from Moscow-based crafterÂ Natasya Shuljak (previously). Made from raw fibers felted together, the expressive characters are imbued with whimsy and play. Flower petals sprout from ambiguous creatures, while other
pudgy animals emit a calm and joyful air.Because Shuljak&#8217;s style of dry felting emerged in recent years, she shares that her current preoccupation is with finding new ways to create without the help of tradition.
There is a lot of abstract in my work, and I want to enhance this feeling, she says, noting that she might seek inspiration in other art forms like sculpture and architecture. These spheres are united by expressive language:
the character of the line, rhythm, texture, color, etc.Follow Sjuljak&#8217;s latest creations on Instagram, where she also announces news about releases in her shop.&nbsp;Image Â© Jason De Freitas, shared with
permissionOn December 22, Jupiter and Saturn appeared closer together in the sky than they have since March 4, 1226. The nearly 800-year event is known as the Great Conjunction, which occurs to some extent every
two decades. In true 2020 fashion, though, this year&#8217;s meeting was the most acute in centuries.Like others around the globe, photographer Jason De Freitas shot the event, although his image is particularly
fortuitous because it frames the International Space Station flying between the glowing planets. De Freitas traveled about an hour away from his home in New South Wales to Jellore Lookout, where he used a variety of
tracking equipment to align and snap the 10-second exposure photograph.Purchase a print of the singular sighting on De Freitas&#8217;s site, and check out the video below to dive further into his process. You can
follow his astrophotography on Instagram. (via Peta Pixel)&nbsp;ï»¿All images via Poppy McKenzie Smith, shared with permissionIn a delightful holiday tradition, the small town of Newburgh in southern Scotland tasks its
youngest residents with creating the glowing Christmas decorations that adorn the streets.Â Now in its 19th year, the annual event begins with school-age kids submitting their quirky designs to a competition. Once a
winner is chosen, the artwork is sent to Blachere Illumination to be translated into LED before it&#8217;s unveiled at a ceremony held at Lampost 15, where the new work is hung each year. The winning artist gets the
honor of turning on the light, illuminating their crooked gingerbread figure or beaming reindeer for the 2,000-plus residents to enjoy. In a similarly charming practice, the runner-up&#8217;s art is featured on the
town&#8217;s Christmas card. (via It&#8217;s Nice That)&nbsp;All images Â© Kengo Kuma and Geoff Nees, by Tom RossWrapping a gallery space at the 2020 NGV Triennial is a bowed pavilion of tessellating wood. A
collaboration between renowned Japanese architect Kengo Kuma (previously) and Australian artist Geoff Nees, the large-scale installation is constructed with trees felled at Melbourneâ€™s Royal Botanic Gardens during
the millennium drought. The pointed slats interlock without the use of additional supports, a design derived from traditional Japanese joinery, and create a scaly pattern that allows light to stream through.Titled Botanical
Pavilion, the curved structure features foraged timberâ€”some of which predates European colonization on the continentâ€”arranged by color rather than species. By prioritizing natural phenomena over scientific order, the
designers call into question the reductive nature of science during the colonial era, a mindset at odds with many Indigenous cultural beliefs and knowledge systems, a statement about the piece says. At both ends, the
walkway opens up to reveal South Korean artist Lee Ufanâ€™s 2017 painting titled Dialogue.The semi-circular shape of the pavilion invites the visitor into a journey to explore the space and experience the various
essences of wood, Kuma told Dezeen.Â The porous structure is assembled like a tridimensional puzzle without the use of metal connections to be able to reassemble it in a different location.Botanical Pavilion is on view
through April 18, 2021. Follow Kuma&#8217;s and Nees&#8217;s upcoming projects on Instagram.&nbsp;All images Â©Â Ruby Silvious, shared with permissionFrom her studio in Coxsackie, New York, Ruby Silvious
(previously) repurposes the thin paper pouches holding her beverage of choice into miniature canvases. Sometimes strung together or ripped to remove the leaves, Silvious&#8217;s tea bags depict the quiet, unassuming
moments of everyday life: Passersby trudge through the snow, masks hang to dry, and two women meet for a swim on the naturally dyed backdrops. The artist generally keeps the string and tag attached, matching the
mundane subject matter with the material&#8217;s ritualistic origins.Following her 2019 release Reclaimed Canvas, Silvious is working on another book and preparing for upcoming solo shows in France, Germany, and
Japan. Shop prints on her site, and follow her soothing works on Instagram and Tumblr.&nbsp;ï»¿In the hypnotic realm of Catgot, bubbles explode into kaleidoscopic droplets, and beads of water bounce across the
screen. Created by Ho Tsz Wing using Photoshop, the two-dimensional drawings mimic the look of a hand-painted animation. They&#8217;reÂ set to an electronic track by ISAN and gracefully follow a series of fluid,
synchronized movements. Downbeats correspond with abstract shapes that flow from one scene to the next in a psychedelic fashion.The Hong Kong-based animator and illustrator writes that the textured drawings
highlight the beauty of the colors, composition, and transformations of the objects in the scene and are inspired in part by artists Masanobu Hiraoka and Matt Abbiss.Â To watch more of Ho Tsz Wing&#8217;s
mesmerizing animations, check out Behance, Instagram, and Vimeo.&nbsp;All images Â© Tsuchiya Kaban, shared with permissionPreserve your frigid companions while en route to your next holiday party with this
elegant new bag from Tsuchiya Kaban. The Snowman Carrier is complete with a carrot pocket and a removable tray, which keeps the frozen figure secure during transport and allows for easy removal upon arrival.
Conceived by Yuko Matsuzawa, this waterproof bag follows the company&#8217;s watermelon tote and is the latest iteration in The Fun of Carrying, a line that tasks designers with creating playful side projects. Check out
the video below to see how Matsuzawa constructed the waterproof carrier and watch her reveal the tiny snowman.&nbsp;ï»¿Rock Melt (2015), cement, blast furnace slag, expanded glass, iron oxide, steel, Australian
native plants, 350-550 x 60 x 60 centimeters. All images Â© Jamie North, shared with permissionEmbedded within the eroded cement and marble pillars of artist Jamie North are a host of plants native to Australia.
Kangaroo vines, Port Jackson figs, and kidney weeds wrap themselves around steel cables and grow from the crevices of the cracked stone forms, juxtaposing the industrial, human-made sculptures with organic
elements. The lush greenery infuses the otherwise dilapidated structures with new life, which elicits a larger theme of regeneration.In a note to Colossal, North writes that he begins each vertical work with a geometric cast
evoking the stately shapes of the tower and column. When complete, the size of the sculptures ambiguously references various architectural elements. Both tower and column are often associated with progress, triumph,
and hubris, he says. These associations are addressed in my work by preemptive material erosion making the object conducive to plant sustainment, growth, and eventual merger with the inorganic form.View more of
North&#8217;s living sculptures onÂ his site and Instagram.&nbsp;Succession (2016), cement, steel, blast furnace slag, recycled expanded glass, coal ash, oyster shell, organic matter, Australian plants, 400 x 90 and 450
x 90 centimeters. Photo by Ashley Barber, courtesy of Sarah Cottier GallerySuccession (2016), cement, steel, blast furnace slag, recycled expanded glass, coal ash, oyster shell, organic matter, Australian plants, 400 x 90
and 450 x 90 centimetersTerraforms (2014), cement, marble waste, limestone, coal ash, organic matter, and various Australian plants. Photo by Ashley Barber, courtesy of Sarah Cottier GalleryLeft: Succession (2016),
cement, steel, blast furnace slag, recycled expanded glass, coal ash, oyster shell, organic matter, Australian plants, 400 x 90 and 450 x 90 centimeters. Photo by Ashley Barber, courtesy of Sarah Cottier Gallery. Right:
Rock Melt (2015), cement, blast furnace slag, expanded glass, iron oxide, steel, Australian native plants, 350-550 x 60 x 60 centimetersTerraforms (2014), cement, marble waste, limestone, coal ash, organic matter, and
various Australian plants. Photo by Ashley Barber, courtesy of Sarah Cottier GalleryTerraforms (2014), cement, marble waste, limestone, coal ash, organic matter, and various Australian plants. Photo by Ashley Barber,
courtesy of Sarah Cottier GalleryRock Melt (2015), cement, blast furnace slag, expanded glass, iron oxide, steel, Australian native plants, 350-550 x 60 x 60 centimetersIn an exquisite if not terrifying act of
self-preservation, the Monkey Slug Caterpillar has evolved to disguise itself as a predator, mimicking the form and color of a Tarantula Spider on it&#8217;s back. Nature photographer David Weiller captured this
particular specimen while in the Amazon Rainforest of Puyo, Ecuador. He shares:This mesmerizing caterpillar mimics a hairy tarantula spider with its oddly long hairy arms curling out.  When looking at the underside, it
looks like a slug with its suction cups prolegs and its tiny legs. This caterpillar is the larvae of the hag moth.We
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